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We create decentralized internet services in support of a more equal and equitable 
network.  Everyday, they enable freedom of association for millions of people online.
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eQSat - Rebuilding the web in isolated networks



Internet shutdown 
Disconnection of external connectivity



Shutdowns around the world



Our steps for content resilience and availability

VS



Ceno Browser



Ceno - web browsing via BitTorrent

Ceno is a mobile web browser for storing 
and sharing web content anywhere.



Ceno - cooperative browsing

Ceno users create small-world networks to 
connect to each other, and thereafter to a 

bridge outside the censored zone.



Ceno - decentralized caching

Once a website is accessed by a 
single Ceno user, it is stored and 

shared inside the country peer-to-peer.



Share the Web!



shutdown resistance

Content

Delivery

Propagation



OuiCrawl - It’s all about the cache

+
OuiCrawl

WebRecorder



Cached web



schedule.ceno.life



2023 resistance to shutdowns - cache and deliver  

OuiCrawl



Data-Casting w/MPEG-TS

Actual audio

Viewable Video

Additional Audio Track with 
“Interwoven” Data Payload

I.P. Stream to Ground Station

Uplink to Satellite

|  Srv Id  Service Name                               Access         Bitrate   |                                                                             
|  0x0001  eqSat ........................................ C    3,717,280 b/    |
================================================================================
|                                                                              |
|   Total  Digital television service ................... C     3,717,280 b/s  |
|  0x0100  AVC video (720x576, main profile, level 3.1,   C       278,302 b/s  |
|  0x0101  MPEG-2 AAC Audio (eng) ....................... C         8,288 b/s  |
|  0x0102  ATSC AC-3 Audio (vol) ........................ C     3,378,090 b/s  |
|  0x1000  PMT .......................................... C        52,600 b/s  |

Downlink to Dish

Record w/DVB Receiver

Sync w/ Ceno Cache



OuiServices → eQSat

● Near-border LTE coverage
● Satellite Internet

Two-way Internet

● Just a few injection nodes
● TS-MPEG / DVB-S
● Large geographic coverage

One-way content delivery

Propagation

● Ouinet / Ouisync
● Fediverse

● Decentralized networks
● Sneakernets



GEO & LEO Satellite 
Internet: 2-way

Border LTE coverage:  2-way Data over DVB-T(2): 1-way
within 100km from borders 

Point to Point Wifi: 2-way,
(requires line of sight)

HF Radio:  low bandwidth,
2-way

Data over DVB-S(2)  
Satellite:  1-way 

Satellite Phones: very low 
bandwidth, 2-way

5G (3GPP) Broadband: 
Phones to LEO, 2-way

cross border connectivity - options



Decentralized content distribution



Updating software during shutdowns and splinternets  



https://censorship.no 

cenoers@equalite.org

censorship-no

@cenobrowser

#cenobrowser + #ouinet

Thank you!
Questions? Ideas?

https://censorship.no/
https://gitlab.com/censorship-no
https://twitter.com/CenoBrowser/

